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Abstract

Background: Whereas filtered back projection algorithms for voxel-based CT image
reconstruction have noise properties defined by the filter, iterative algorithms must
stop at some point in their convergence and do not necessarily produce consistent
noise properties for images with different degrees of heterogeneity.
Purpose: A least-squares iterative algorithm for proton CT (pCT) image reconstruc-
tion converges toward a unique solution for relative stopping power (RSP) that op-
timally fits the protons. We present a stopping criterion that delivers solutions with
the property that correlations of RSP noise between voxels are relatively low. This
provides a method to produce pCT images with consistent noise properties useful for
proton therapy treatment planning, which relies on summing RSP along lines of voxels.
Consistent noise properties will also be useful for future studies of image quality using
metrics such as contrast to noise ratio, and to compare RSP noise and dose of pCT
with other modalities such as dual-energy CT.
Methods: With simulated and real images with varying heterogeneity from a proto-
type clinical proton imaging system, we calculate average RSP correlations between
voxel pairs in uniform regions-of-interest versus distance between voxels. We define a
parameter r, the remaining distance to the unique solution relative to estimated RSP
noise, and our stopping criterion is based on r falling below a chosen value.
Results: We find large correlations between voxels for larger values of r, and anti-
correlations for smaller values. For r in the range of 0.5 to 1, voxels are relatively
uncorrelated, and compared to smaller values of r have lower noise with only slight
loss of spatial resolution.
Conclusions: Iterative algorithms not using a specific metric or rationale for stopping
iterations may produce images with an unknown and arbitrary level of convergence or
smoothing. We resolve this issue by stopping iterations of a least-squares iterative
algorithm when r reaches the range of 0.5 to 1. This defines a pCT image reconstruc-
tion method with consistent statistical properties optimal for clinical use, including for
treatment planning with pCT images.
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1. Introduction

Treatment planning for proton therapy requires a three-dimensional (3D) map of the patient
in terms of relative stopping power (RSP), relative to water. Currently, treatment planning
systems start with single-energy x-ray CT images (SECT) with voxel values measured in
Hounsfield units (HU), and convert these to RSP maps using scanner-specific calibrations.
There is no consistent one-to-one relationship between HU and RSP for different tissues and
materials, leading to significant range uncertainties, typically quantified as 3.5% ± 1 mm for
treatment planning purposes at most proton treatment centers1. Experimental comparisons
of RSPs in several biological tissues using SECT, dual-energy CT (DECT), proton CT (pCT)
and helium CT (HeCT) show that DECT, pCT and HeCT have potential to improve RSP
accuracy2. Comparison of SECT and pCT in fresh postmortem porcine structures3 shows the
largest discrepancies in compact bone and cavitated regions, and demonstrates the potential
for pCT to be used for low-dose treatment planning with reduced margins.

CT image reconstruction typically utilizes filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithms
although advancements in computer hardware as well as algorithms have led to the use of it-
erative algorithms as well4. The ramp filter achieves the ideal FBP reconstruction with sharp
features, but also high levels of noise in terms of fluctuations in voxel HU values. Standard
filters roll off at higher frequencies, achieving smoother images, at the cost of increased co-
variance between pixel values. The detectability of lesions is therefore not necessarily directly
correlated with image variance5, and it is important to consider noise correlations between
voxels as well as noise variance when evaluating noise properties. Different filters result in
noise fluctuations on different length scales, which can be evaluated with the noise power
spectrum (NPS). The integral of the NPS yields the noise variance of the CT image (variance
relative to the true RSP, rather than to the local average). The International Commission
on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) recommends quantitative measurement of
the NPS for meaningful comparisons between different scanners6.

Reconstructions of pCT images from list-mode pCT scanners use measurements of the
trajectory and water equivalent path length (WEPL) of individual protons. The WEPL cal-
ibration of pCT range detectors can be traced to the range calibration of the proton therapy
facility and the known water equivalent thickness (WET) of standard material blocks7,8. A
pCT image providing a good fit to a set of proton trajectories and WEPL measurements
therefore constitutes a direct measurement of the 3D RSP map. The WEPL measurement
of a proton contributes to the RSP determination of the voxels touched by the trajectory of
that proton, and in turn the RSP value of one voxel affects the fit of the image to the WEPLs
of all the protons that touch that voxel. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this interdependence can
induce both correlations and anticorrelations in the RSP noise between voxels.

A pCT image reconstruction algorithm must account for the curved proton trajectories
resulting from multiple Coulomb scattering. A distance-driven FBP algorithm accounts for
the curved trajectories by binning protons at each depth for the projections at each angle9.
The convolution with the ramp filter for each projection uses binned data from the optimal
depth at each angle for each voxel.

Iterative algorithms fully account for the curved trajectories by adjusting the RSPs of
the voxels touched by the protons to match the WEPLs of the protons. For their pCT and
HeCT image reconstructions, Bär et al.2 used the DROP-TVS algorithm10, which combines
the block-iterative diagonally relaxed orthogonal projections (DROP) algorithm11 with a
total variation superiorization (TVS) scheme that seeks feasible solutions with reduced image
variance. They applied the algorithm with a fixed relaxation parameter (i.e., step size) for
25 iterations, while noting that a higher number of iterations increased mean RSP accuracy,
but also increased the image noise.
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Figure 1: Proton WEPL noise can induce both correlations and anticorrelations in RSP
noise. In this example, the WEPL of proton A helps determine the RSPs of voxels 21 and
11, and the WEPL of proton B helps determine the RSPs of voxels 21 and 12. A fluctuation
in the WEPL of proton A induces a correlated fluctuation in the RSPs of voxels 11 and 21.
A fluctuation in voxel 21 combined with the WEPL constraint from proton B induces an
anticorrelation with voxel 12.

Least-squares iterative algorithms provide a unique solution that enables definitions of
criteria to determine when to stop iterating12,13,14. The least-squares method has additional
features including the definition of an iteration vector that takes into account proton mea-
surement uncertainties, the definition of an optimal step size for each iteration individually,
the ability to simultaneously optimize the step sizes of many iterations, and the ability to
divide the proton data into arbitrary numbers of blocks for parallel processing and use of
graphical processing units. Similarly to the solutions with ramp filters in FBP methods, the
least squares solutions have relatively sharp features and high noise. An iterative algorithm
that starts with a smooth initial guess may, after first converging towards a smooth solution,
produce noisier images as the number of iterations increases and the RSP values accommo-
date to the fluctuations in the WEPL measurements. The increase in noise with the number
of iterations is known as “semi-convergence”13 and leads to stopping criteria that balance
noise with remaining distance to the unique solution. The increase in noise with iteration
number described in Ref. [2] is typical of semi-convergence.

We have observed that the stopping criterion affects the level of correlations and anti-
correlations in the RSP noise between voxels. We suggest that consistent and predictable
noise properties of pCT images in terms of autocorrelation are advantageous for proton
treatment planning. First, images with minimum autocorrelation will have the least impact
on the precision and accuracy of the voxel sum of RSP values (WEPL), which are needed
for proton range calculations, and, second, clinicians and treatment planners often request
certain image characteristics such as high spatial resolution or low image noise for certain
treatment planning tasks related to recognizing and segmenting tumor volumes and organs
at risk. Consistently providing them with these image properties, as determined by the
stopping criterion, will thus be helpful.

We present herein a least-squares stopping criterion with the property that correla-
tions and anticorrelations between RSPs of voxels are relatively low, providing a method
to produce pCT images with consistent noise properties useful for treatment planning. We
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evaluate, for a set of example images with a range of heterogeneity in RSP, the level of cor-
relations with the autocorrelation function, evaluated from the average correlation between
voxel pairs in a uniform region-of-interest versus the distance between voxels. The autocor-
relation function and the NPS are a Fourier transform pair related by the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem15. The resulting method will be useful for defining standard image reconstructions
for NPS studies comparing the noise levels and imaging dose of pCT imaging with other
modalities such as DECT.

2. Materials and Methods

2.A. Images from the ProtonVDA prototype clinical pCT scanner

We acquired pCT images with the prototype clinical ProtonVDA proton imaging system8,
positioned in a horizontal beam line equipped with PBS at the Northwestern Medicine
Chicago Proton Center (NMCPC). The proton imaging system acquires proton data in list
mode, with tracking detectors to measure individual proton trajectories and a range detector
to measure individual proton WEPLs. Each image acquisition uses three or four incoming
proton energies, and 90 angles separated by 4◦. For this project, we used reconstructed
images3 of a custom cylindrical phantom which incorporates a set of eight 4 cm high, 1.8
cm diameter tissue-equivalent cylindrical inserts, and of a sample of porcine pectoral girdle
(shoulder) and ribs, with the ribs partially surrounding the shoulder, and the assembly of
porcine tissues inserted into a blue wax cylinder with an inner radius of 20 cm. Ref. [3]
contains further details of the phantoms, proton data acquisition, and image reconstruction.

2.B. Simulated images

The use of simulated images enabled us to determine the optimal scanning parameters (num-
ber of particles and angles) in terms of the noise metric, and to test the characteristics of
correlations and anticorrelations before exploring them with the experimental datasets.

We produced simulated images with the TOPAS software package16,17, an extension of
GEANT4 for proton therapy tasks which incorporates a complete list of physical processes for
proton interactions in the intermediate energy range. Electromagnetic processes include mul-
tiple Coulomb scattering, ionization by charged particles, and production of delta-electrons.
Hadronic processes include elastic scattering of hadrons on the nuclei of the medium, and
inelastic scattering of hadrons on nuclei with the production of secondary particles. We used
the physics lists FTFP BERT, G4HadronElasticPhysics and G4HadronInelasticQBBC.

The detector model incorporates material for the tracking detectors, including the seg-
mentation of our tracking planes into stacks of 1 mm scintillating fibers8. We placed the
detector planes 30 cm apart, centered around the object being imaged. The 1 mm pitch of
the scintillating fibers determines the position resolution of the tracking detectors. Our scin-
tillating fiber stacks consist of two layers offset by 0.5 mm, allowing protons to be localized
to 0.5 mm in each direction in each plane.

We model the WEPL resolution using our simulation of the average and the spread of
the detector response for a grid of positions and residual ranges. We first generate simulated
range detector output based on the position and residual range for each proton reaching
the range detector. We then reconstruct the simulated WEPL from the simulated detector
output and our standard residual range reconstruction algorithm8.
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The proton beam model reproduces the NMCPC geometry including the positions and
angles of the pencil beams at isocenter. The pencil beam scanning system has a focal length
of 193.5 cm (horizontal) and 230.3 cm (vertical) from the scanning magnets to the isocenter
plane.

We produced a variety of simulated pCT images of a simple cylindrical water phantom
placed between the detector tracker planes. The geometry of the simulated water phantom
matched that of the custom cylindrical phantom, with a height of 4 cm and diameter of 18
cm. We used three proton energies in the simulation, 118, 160, and 195 MeV, to be similar
to real data from our prototype system. Because the uniform cylinder has the same features
from all sides, we were able to generate all of the simulated protons from one direction and
then assign them randomly to a chosen number of different rotation angles. This allowed
us to alter the number of angles and number of protons per angle for different pCT images
without repeating the time-intensive simulation.

2.C. Summary of the least-squares iterative method

As described in detail in Ref. [12], we reconstruct pCT images using a least-squares iterative
method with a stopping criterion based on RSP noise. We briefly describe here the main
features of the method, which solves the matrix equation Ax = b for x, where b is a vector
with one entry per proton containing the WEPL measurements for each proton, x is a vector
with one entry per voxel containing the RSP for that voxel, and A is a matrix with one row
for each proton and one column for each voxel, where each entry contains the chord length of
the proton trajectory through the voxel. The product Ax is the vector of calculated WEPL
values for each proton for a possible solution x.

Since there are many more protons than voxels, the proton deviation vector dp, where

dp = Ax− b, (1)

will not be zero for any solution. Instead, we define the voxel deviation vector dv as a
weighted average of the dp of all the protons going through each voxel, with

dv = ĀTdp (2)

where ĀT = V −1AT , V −1 = diag
(
1/
∑

j α
T
ij

)
, and αT

ij are the elements of AT . We use dv to

iterate towards an optimal solution for x:

x → x− λdv, (3)

where the relaxation parameter λ defines the choice of step size. We are able to simul-
taneously optimize the step sizes for multiple iterations, with the optimum based on to
minimizing either dp · dp or dv · dv after the iterations, and have found that a good strategy
is to alternate between these choices. The use of dv as the iteration vector helps ensure
a uniform convergence rate across the image, a useful property when choosing a stopping
point. For the unique least squares solution, dv = 0 and ĀTAx = ĀT b. For this solution,
the average calculated WEPL of protons touching a voxel is equal to the average measured
WEPL of those protons.

The dp vector can never reach zero, since entries for individual protons will fluctuate
around zero according to uncertainties in the WEPL measurement, as well as from the effect
of uncertainties in the proton trajectory on the calculated WEPL. For a solution vector x,

2.C. Summary of the least-squares iterative method
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the standard deviation of dp therefore provides an estimate of the average proton noise σp.
With Npv as the average number of protons touching a voxel, as obtained from the data, we
define the estimated average voxel precision as:

σv =
σp

ᾱ
√

Npv

(4)

where ᾱ is the average chord length of a proton through a voxel. For our purposes, we can
simply approximate this as the length of the side of a voxel. We then compare σv to the
root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of dv, the remaining distance to the least-squares solution12. We
stop iterating if this remaining distance is small compared with the estimated RSP precision.
We define r as the ratio

r =
r.m.s. dv

σv

(5)

and our stopping criterion is based on r falling below a chosen value. This stopping criterion
does not depend on knowledge of the true RSP distribution, and generally applies to any
object being imaged.

2.D. Definitions of the autocorrelation functions

While our stopping criterion applies to any image, analysis of the statistical properties of a
particular image does require some knowledge of the true RSP distribution for that image.
We perform our noise analyses within uniform regions of interest (ROI) with constant RSP
across voxels. In the case of the simulated cylindrical phantom, the entire cylinder consists
of a uniform volume. In the case of the custom cylindrical phantom, the blue wax is uniform
and each insert individually is uniform. In the case of the pork shoulder with ribs, we use
the reconstructed image to select uniform regions with a single tissue type.

We label voxels with the index numbers i, j, k along the x, y, z axes, and calculate the
average RSP, RSP in each ROI. In this coordinate system, the object being imaged rotates
around the y (vertical) axis, and the protons travel mostly in the x − z plane with some
divergence into the y direction. Our ROIs consist of cubes with 50 voxels on a side. In the
case of the custom cylindrical phantom, the ROI consists of a volume with 50 × 30 × 50
voxels in the x, y and z directions.

The variance is the square of the standard deviation σ within an ROI:

σ2 =
1

N − 1

∑
i,j,k

(RSPijk −RSP )2. (6)

We calculate the autocorrelation functions ρ as the average correlation coefficient of
pairs of voxels with a separation δ, along x, y or z, within an ROI:

ρx,δ =
1

N

∑
i,j,k

(RSPijk −RSP )(RSP(i+δ)jk −RSP )

σ2
(7)

ρy,δ =
1

N

∑
i,j,k

(RSPijk −RSP )(RSPi(j+δ)k −RSP )

σ2
(8)

ρz,δ =
1

N

∑
i,j,k

(RSPijk −RSP )(RSPij(k+δ) −RSP )

σ2
(9)

2.D. Definitions of the autocorrelation functions
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Figure 2: Standard deviation of the RSPs in an ROI in the center of the simulated uniform
cylindrical phantom. Each simulation used 90 angles separated by 4◦, and the number of
protons per angle indicated on the horizontal axis. Each image reconstruction used the fixed
number of iterations indicated in the legend.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows the standard deviation of RSPs in an ROI in the center of the simulated uniform
cylindrical phantom for several simulations with different numbers of protons, and several
image reconstructions with different fixed numbers of iterations. As expected, the standard
deviation decreases as the square root of the number of events. However, the image recon-
structions show behavior typical of semi-convergence, with the standard deviation increasing
with the number of iterations until reaching a maximum value as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
standard deviation increases as r decreases, reaching a plateau as r falls below 1 and the
solution becomes closer to the unique least-squares solution.

While we have based our results on pCT image reconstructions using 90 angles separated
by 4◦ each, we have investigated how the noise of our images depends on the number of angles
used, for a fixed total number of protons. As shown in Fig. 4, we have found that the use of
180 angles separated by 2◦ is better with ≈ 10% lower standard deviation, and we may in
future studies use 180 angles. The noise increases rapidly with the use of fewer angles.

Fig. 5 relates the value of r achieved to the number of iterations applied for the example
of the simulated uniform cylindrical phantom, using a variety of numbers of protons per
angle. Since r is based on the noise level (i.e. on the number of protons), for a given r
we need to iterate closer to the ground truth when using more protons, therefore we expect
the number of iterations needed for a given r to increase with the number of protons used.
Encouragingly, and as shown in Fig. 5, our experience is that this dependence is not very
strong. However, iterating towards closer proximity to the least-squares solution can carry
a high computational cost, with the number of iterations needed approximately linear in
-log(r) as seen in Fig. 5. Once r is significantly less than 1, there is relatively little change
in the image relative to the noise as iterations continue, and in the following figures we use
the solution at r = 0.2 as an approximation to the least-squares solution.

Fig. 6 shows an example of a pCT slice of the custom cylindrical phantom for three
different r values, 2.0, 0.75 and 0.2. Fig. 7 shows an example of a pCT slice of the pork ribs
with shoulder for the same r values. Fig. 8 shows a profile of RSP values along the lines
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Figure 3: Standard deviation of the RSPs in an ROI in the center of the simulated uniform
cylindrical phantom. Each simulation used 90 angles separated by 4◦, and the number of
protons per angle indicated in the legend. Each image reconstruction stopped after dropping
below the r value indicated on the horizontal axis.

Figure 4: Dependence of the standard deviation of the RSP values on the number of projec-
tion angles.
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Figure 5: Number of iterations required to reach a given r value for image reconstructions
of the simulated uniform cylindrical phantom. Each simulation used 90 angles separated by
4◦, and the number of protons per angle indicated in the legend.

Table 1: Total WET along the white lines in the +Z direction in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, starting
from the bottom and ending at the positions indicated by the star-shaped markers.

r WET (mm) WET (mm)
Custom cylindrical phantom Pork shoulder and ribs
bottom middle top bottom middle top

2.0 86.57 121.16 155.58 82.61 136.81 184.88
1.0 86.79 121.29 155.84 82.52 137.02 184.69
0.75 86.81 121.25 155.78 82.42 137.04 184.64
0.5 86.88 121.25 155.83 82.22 136.95 184.50
0.2 86.95 121.33 155.95 82.01 136.83 184.47

through the slices in Fig. 6. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows profiles of RSP values along the lines
through the slices in Fig. 7. The images with r = 0.2 are much closer to the least-squares
solution and show a higher noise level but also improved spatial resolution. In contrast, the
images for r = 2.0 have less noise but the spatial resolution deteriorates. For a given value
of r, the standard deviations of the RSP values within the inserts are very similar for each
insert.

We have found that WET values derived from the pCT images are usually not very
sensitive to r, since the WET across a boundary with a sharp RSP differential does not
depend strongly on the spatial resolution of the boundary. Thus, the exact choice of r is not
critical to the accuracy of proton range calculations. Table 1 shows some examples for the
custom cylindrical phantom and the pork shoulder and ribs, and the WET values vary only
by a few tenths of a mm with r. There may be exceptions for cases with trajectories grazing
boundaries or starting or ending near boundaries, which will be investigated in future work.

Fig. 10 shows the autocorrelation functions for the simulated cylindrical water phantom,
Fig. 11 for the custom, cylindrical phantom, and Fig. 12 for the pork shoulder and ribs.
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Figure 6: pCT slice, 1 mm thick, of the custom cylindrical phantom for three r values.
Star-shaped markers on the white line show the positions for the WET calculations listed in
Table 1.

Figure 7: pCT slice, 1 mm thick, for the pork shoulder with ribs for three r values. Star-
shaped markers on the white line show the positions for the WET calculations listed in Table
1.
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Figure 8: RSP profile along the white line in the slices shown in Figs. 6.

Larger values of r show positive correlations, while smaller values of r show anticorrelations.
Although these images have much different heterogeneity, in each case stopping in the range
0.5 < r < 1 produces minimal correlations while producing images almost as sharp as the
least squares image. In this range, the distance to the least squares solution is similar to the
estimated statistical precision of the RSP values.
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Figure 9: RSP profiles along the white line in the slices shown in Figs. 7.
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Figure 10: Autocorrelation functions ρx (left) ρy (middle) ρz (right) versus the separation δ
between voxels within a ROI of the simulated cylindrical water phantom for the r values in
the legend.
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Figure 11: Autocorrelation functions ρx (left) ρy (middle) ρz (right) versus the separation
δ between voxels within a ROI of the custom cylindrical phantom for the r values in the
legend.

Figure 12: Autocorrelation functions ρx (left) ρy (middle) ρz (right) versus the separation δ
between voxels within a ROI of the pork shoulder and ribs for the r values in the legend.
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4. Discussion

In iterative reconstruction of pCT images, each iteration carries a high computational cost.
A stopping criterion is essential for limiting this cost but must also consistently produce
reasonable image quality in terms of noise and spatial resolution. Previous approaches
typically stopped after a fixed number of iterations and often applied smoothing techniques
such as TVS. Our approach uses a stopping criterion based on objective metrics of image
quality. Although this consistency is not mathematically guaranteed, we expect our method
to be generally applicable to any object being imaged, and have found good results with a
variety of real and simulated images with a range of heterogeneity.

Several stopping criteria have been previously proposed based on the dp vector14, ex-
ploiting the property that dp · dp reaches a mininum for the least squares solution. However,
the value of this minimum may not be well known, and these criteria often depend sensitively
on an understanding of the WEPL resolution for the protons, as well as on uncertainties on
the calculated WEPL from uncertainties in the proton trajectory, especially for more hetero-
geneous objects. Our stopping criterion is based on the size of the the r.m.s. of dv relative to
image noise12, exploiting the property that for the least squares solution dv ·dv = 0, the value
of the minimum is thus known, and an estimate of the expected image noise is sufficient for
a robust comparison to the size of the r.m.s. of dv.

The choice of filter in FBP reconstruction of CT images has the benefit of produc-
ing images with predictable statistical properties in terms of NPS, with the standard filter
reducing high-frequency noise relative to the ramp filter. Our pCT image reconstruction
exhibits the phenomenon of semi-convergence commonly observed with the use of iterative
algorithms, with noise increasing with additional iterations after first converging from the
initial starting guess. In our analysis, semi-convergence is a consequence of converging to-
wards a least-squares fit to noisy data when starting with a smooth initial starting guess,
where the noise arises from the WEPL resolution for the protons.

Similarly to the ramp filter in FBP, the least squares solution produces images with
high-frequency noise. Our stopping criterion has benefits similar to those of FBP in terms of
producing images with consistent statistical properties. For the cases we have tested, which
include a set of images with a wide range of heterogeneity, we have found we can stop at
a point where statistical correlations between voxels, (or equivalently, the autocorrelation
function), are relatively low and spatial resolution is relatively sharp. For special cases
requiring the best spatial resolution, it is possible to further iterate to lower values of r such
as r = 0.2, in analogy to the bone filter in x-ray CT reconstruction.

The use of our stopping criterion has the benefit of producing images with noise levels
that realistically reflect the precision of the data for treatment planning, instead of being an
arbitrary consequence of the choice of parameters of the iterative algorithm with an unknown
level of smoothing. Also, our stopping criterion provides a basis for quantitative comparions
between imaging modalities. For example, DECT images often appear noisy compared to
pCT images2, but a fair comparison should take into account the NPS (the Fourier transform
of the autocorrelation function), any smoothing, and the delivered dose for each modality.
Future work will focus on such quantitative comparisons.

5. Conclusions

As proton imaging moves into clinical use and pCT imaging becomes available for treatment
planning, robust image reconstruction with consistent statistical properties will be essential.
Iterative algorithms not using a specific metric or rationale for stopping iterations may
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produce images with an unknown and arbitrary level of convergence or smoothing. We
resolve this issue by stopping iterations of a least-squares iterative algorithm when r reaches
the range of 0.5 to 1. This defines an algorithm with a stopping criterion that produces
pCT images with consistent noise properties. The stopping criterion applies generally to
any object being imaged without prior knowledge of RSP, and is robust without relying
on a detailed understanding of WEPL resolution. The resulting images have relatively low
statistical correlations between voxels, while maintaining good spatial resolution. Future
work will use this method with analysis of NPS to compare image noise and dose of pCT
with other modalities such as dual-energy CT.
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